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Quick poll
Which statement best fits you? 

In a group are you most likely to 
initiate conversation

Take a RED 
sticky

You prefer the structured and 
scheduled rather than 

unstructured and unscheduled

Take a BLUE 
sticky

You find visionaries rather 
fascinating than somewhat 

annoying

Take a GREEN 
sticky
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Unexpected 
ITEM 
in the 

BAGGING 
area!
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You have 
5 mins 
GO 

improve! 

Unexpected 
ITEM 
in the 

BAGGING 
area!



How did you do?

? RED Tribe

? BLUE Tribe

? GREEN Tribe
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Results
4 out of 6 Red: 66% 

(1.5 Green)
RED Tribe

3 out of 3 Blue: 100% 

(2 red)
BLUE Tribe

5.5 out of 6 Green: 91% GREEN Tribe

From UX Camp Brighton 2017



Expectations

User Empathy RED Tribe

Business Process Empathy BLUE Tribe

Design Empathy GREEN Tribe
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Red Tribe 
User empathy

As a user, 
I hate irritating voices...so mute!!!

http://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/unexpected-item-in-bagging-area 
-how-to-turn-off-that-infuriating-self-service-checkout-voice-9909930.html
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Green Tribe 
Design empathy

As a designer,  
I need a better experience 

"Remove this item before continuing"  

Male voice asking shoppers to  
"Please check your packing area"; 
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Blue Tribe 
Business Process empathy

As a BA,  
I need to understand why...so I don't need... 

Why is the weight different from expected? 

Are you using your own bag?  
Have you forgotten to scan the last item? 
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UR 
What's 

the user 
need?

BA 
What's 

the 
business 

need?

UX 
What's 

the 
design 
need?

Combine tribes



Offer a discount if 
shop gets it wrong 
- good UX

Let’s use 
the data and 
learn - 
happy 
customer 
more 
revenue

Don’t make me 
look stupid when 
you are!

Combine tribes



Q&A
What could possibly go wrong?
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How did you do?

Place your 
sticky here if 
you thought of 
user needs



How did you do?

Place your 
sticky here if 
you thought of 
design needs



How did you do?

Place your 
sticky here if 
you thought of 
business 
needs


